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Abstract. Preemptive commands to handle asynchronous exceptions and interrupts are proposed 
for CSP. The semantics are defined within Hoare’s process model for CSP [4]. The model is 
then extended for process execution resulting in operational semantics that accommodate the 
necessary expression of process priority. 
1. Introduction 
This paper presents additions to Hoare’s language for communicating sequential 
processes (CSP [3]) to cater for preemption of processes for exception and interrupt 
handling. 
The motivation for the work comes from the desire to distribute functions of a 
multi-user, interactive, time-sharing operating system over a network of processors. 
Obviously, the aim of such distribution is to obtain as much parallelism as possible 
from the system. In turn a method was required to functionally specify the operating 
system with separation between typical system processes, such as the user process 
scheduler, the file system and the supervisor. The description also is to be amenable 
to decomposition into further processes. CSP seemed well suited to the require- 
ments. 
CSP is primarily intended for the programming of processes which are distributed 
over a network of small processors. Such processes do not have shared memory 
for communication. Instead, CSP supports the input and output of messages as 
primitives of parallel programming. Hoare chose synchronized unbuffered com- 
munication to provide this mechanism. The separation of processes in CSP for 
distribution to individual processors in a network satisfies the previously stated 
requirements. Pairs of synchronized communication commands may be used to 
replace user calls to the supervisor and subsequent returns. Also, messages 
adequately encapsulate the passing of requests for input and output of data within 
the operating system. 
An operating system, by necessity, must include facilities to handle peripheral 
devices. Current hardware usually provides priority interrupts as a means of 
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assigning the processor to device handlers.. However, CSP does not support an 
analogue to this situation. Further, CSP is also designed to be able to execute on 
a single processor. In such an environment, and for any network on which more 
processes are required than there are processors, processor multiplexing is 
necessary. But within the selected operating system (and in general), certain pro- 
cesses will be required to have priority over others; for example, system above 
user processes. Again CSP is unable to model this. 
With respect to alternative communication in CSP, which is expressed as a set 
of guards containing input/output commands, the nondeterministic nature of guard 
evaluation prevents any assignment of a priority ordering to communications. For 
purely boolean guards (which only require evaluation of an expression as true or 
false), the modelling of a priority ordering of evaluation is possible (using loops). 
However, if an input/output command occurs in the set of guards, such a technique 
does not fulfill the requirements. In related research, Lauer and Shields [6] found 
it necessary to apply the priority operator of Campbell [l] in systems programming 
examples using path expressions to model exceptions and interrupts. 
Given that preemptive situations exist in practice, the commands proposed in 
this paper allow for priority exception and interrupt handling in CSP. Guarded 
commands are used to provide the mechanism for preemption. 
Section 2 presents an informal introduction to the preemptive commands. Hoare’s 
process mode1 [4] is extended to model preemption in Section 3. This model does 
not capture the expression of process priority which is necessary to define the 
semantics of preemption. A mode1 of execution is given in Section 4 which defines 
the operational semantics of preemption within a given environment. The discussion 
in Section 5 addresses the assignment of a priority ordering to input/output 
alternatives in CSP as defined in [3] and includes a further extension to the 
preemptive commands. An example is given in Section 6. 
With regard to the definition of the language CSP, this paper uses the notation 
given by Hoare [3]. However the following two changes as applied by Levin and 
Gries [7] are assumed. Both input and output commands may appear in guards. 
Distributed termination is not supported- specific termination signals must be used 
to terminate repetition involving input/output guards. 
2. Preemptive commands 
The proposed commands are 
P except Q and P interrupt Q 
Intuitively, P is a process which may be preempted by the execution of Q. Should 
P successfully complete execution so does the preemptive command. Whether an 
exception or interrupt occurs and Q is executed, depends on the environment. 
Generally the environment of these processes may best be imagined as a process 
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R executing in parallel. If R realizes a preemptive condition for a preemptive 
command, it raises that condition for Q. Preemption of P by Q must then occur 
at the earliest possible moment. 
For the except command, preemption results in the execution of Q, thus prevent- 
ing any further execution of P. 
For the interrupt command, preemption suspends execution of P, executes Q 
and, on successful completion of 0, resumes P. 
Q is restricted to CSP’s alternative command. That is, 
Each guard, gi, may contain a boolean expression and/or an input or output 
command. The execution of a command list, cli, occurs if gi is ready. A guard is 
ready when its expressions are true and when the input or output command 
successfully synchronizes, Should more than one guard be ready a nondeterministic 
choice is made. The raising of a preemptive condition by R may be achieved by 
attempting to output a message to 0. 
The following example illustrates the application of both preemptive commands 
informally. Consider the vending machine 
VM = *[[?5renfs + ejectpacket-of-biscuits] 
interrupt [?insert_service-key --, restock-biscuits; 
?remove-service_key ] 
] except [?power_down -, skip] 
Whether waiting for insertion of 5 cents, ejecting a packet of biscuits or attempting 
to eject when there are no packets left, the serviceman may open the machine by 
inserting the service key. After being restocked and the removal of the service key, 
the vending machine resumes where execution was interrupted. This process is 
repeated except if the power goes down, in which case it is possible to be cheated 
of 5 cents. 
3. Process model 
Having presented an informal introduction to the preemptive commands, a formal 
definition will now be given within Hoare’s model for communicating sequential 
processes. Most of the definitions in Sections 3.1 to 3.3 may be found in [4]; some 
with minor differences. 
3.1. Definitions 
A symbol represents an atomic event in which a process may participate. The 
symbol J represents uccessful termination. 
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A trace is a finite sequence of symbols recording a possible behaviour of a process 
up to some point in time. ( > is the null trace. 
The concatenation of two traces s and t, is represented by it. For example, if 
s = (a, 6) and t =(x, y, z), then st = (a, 6, x, y, z). The symbol 4 occurs only at the 
end of a trace. To maintain this condition s(J)r~Js(d). 
A process P is defined to be a set of traces such that 
( )EP,HEP =$ SEP. 
That is, a process is a prefix closed set of traces. 
ABORTA{( >} represents a process which never succeeds in doing anything. 
SKIRL1U >, (& P re resents a process which always successfully terminates. 
Notice that the set of processes constitutes a complete lattice, under set inclusion, 
with ABORT at the bottom. 
3.2. Operations 
3.2.1. Traces 
(a) Sequence: If the trace s does not contain J then s;tns and (s(d>r);t~st 
(in which case s(J) is said to successfully terminate). 
(b) Restriction : s 1 A (s restricted to A) is the trace formed by omitting all symbols 
not in the set of symbols A from the trace s. 
(c) Closure: A* is the set of all finite traces of symbols from the set of symbols 
A. 
3.2.2. Processes 
The alphabet of a process, p, is the set of symbols denoting events in which the 
process P may participate. For convenience in later definitions, J/E p, however, P 
does not have to contain a trace s(J), as is exemplified by ABORT. 
The set of first steps of P, fs(P)n{e [(e)~ P}. 
The following definition forms the basis for generating prefix closed sets of traces 
from an event e and a process P: 
(e-+P) n {( )}u{(e)sIsEP} wheree#J. 
The following operations will be required for the definitions of preemptive exception 
and interruption: 
For processes P and Q, 
P.0 4 {pqIpEP,qEQ} and P.Q.R=(P.Q).R, 
P:Q 4 {s13ns03p,...p,+,EPt/i~n3qiEQ. 
~=P141;P242;~~~;Pnqn;Pn+*~. 
That is, s E (P:Q) if s is a trace of P containing zero or more occurrences of all 
traces of Q. Should s contain more than one such occurrence, then a trace of Q 
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must exist which successfully terminates. 
P:Q:R = (P:Q):R. 
Later application of these operators for preemption will only occur when P f 0. 
3.3. Composition of processes 
In the following e and ei are symbols, P, Pi and Q are processes. 
(a) Alternation : 
(el+P1[ll* *. Oe,+P,) LL (e,+Pl)u.--u(e,+P,). 
This construction prohibits (P 0 ABORT) and (P Cl SKIP). In future the term alterna- 
tion will also be taken to include the single guard construction (e + P). 
(b) Sequential composition : 
(P;Q) A {s;tIscP,tEQ}. 
Notice that ABORT;P = ABORT and SKIP;P = P. 
(c) Parallel composition : 
The model gives the set of all possible interleavings of symbols. Synchronized 
communication is modelled by requiring that a symbol in (Pn 6) may only occur 
in (PllQ) if it occurs simultaneously in P and 0. The definition is easily extended 
for more than two processes. 
(PI/Q) may only terminate successfully if both P and Q could. So, (PIIABORT) Z P 
if P #ABORT. 
Due to the inclusion of J in the alphabet of all processes, this definition is more 
restrictive than that of Hoare’s. If P does not contain a trace which successfully 
terminates, Hoare allows (PJIQ) to terminate successfully when Q terminates 
successfully. So, (PIIABORT) = P. 
(d) Repetition : For P = (PI 0. - -0 P,), 
*P a SKIPuPu(P;P)u(P;P;P)u... 
= SKIPu(P;*P). 
As described by Hoare, the desired solution of the recursive equation is the 
least fixed point, under set inclusion. 
Hoare defined repetition of this kind to be a slave process which could not itself 
successfully terminate and which relied upon a master process to successfully 
terminate and hence terminate in the parallel composition. This is analogous to 
using distributed termination to abort. Such is not the case with the above definition 
for which termination of repetition is determined by P itself. The removal of system 
support for distributed termination requires P to be guarded by boolean expressions. 
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Consequently, initialization must accompany repetition, such as (I; *P). 
(e) Exception: For Pnfs(Q) = { }, 
PexceptQ n (P.0). 
Notice that no communication is allowed between P and Q and that 0 cannot be 
SKIP. 
(f) Interruption : For Pnfs(Q) = { }, 
P interrupt Q 4 P: 0. 
All the above definitions preserve prefix closure and hence define processes. 
3.4. Processes after first steps 
Hoare [4] defines the possible future of process P as 
Pafter s n {t 1 st E P} where s E P is a trace of its past 
and gives the following theorem which enables one to consider the first steps of 
a process and the subsequent associated behaviour: 
P = .EU,, (e + (Pafter (e))). 
The possible behaviour of composed processes after a first step e is as follows: 
ForeEfs(P)andefd, 
(P;Q) after (e) = (Pafter (e)); Q 
(*P) after (e) = (Pafter (e)); * P 
For e E fs(Po Q 1 and e # J where Q is 0, I(, except or interrupt, 
(POQ)after(e)=ife~fs(P)nfs(Q)fhen(Pafter(e))u(Qafter(e)) 
else if e E fs (P) then P after (e) 
else Q after (e) 
(PllQ) after (e) = if e c fs (P) n fs (0) then (P after (e))ll(Q after (e>) 
else if e E fs(P) then (Pafter (e>)jjQ 
else P(j(Q after (e)) 
(Pexcept 0) after (e) = if e E fs (P) then (Pafter (e)) except 0 
else Q after (e) 
(P interrupt Q) after (e) = if e E fs (P) then (P after (e )I interrupt 0 
else (Qafter (e)); (PinterruptQ) 
The above theorems will be applied in Section 4. 
3.5. Comments on the process model 
The process model represents a process as a set of traces (where each trace gives 
a possible history) and is thereby sequential. For parallel composition, synchronized 
communication occurs simultaneously and other events are interleaved. The model 
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does not allow for two atomic events to occur concurrently. One may represent 
duration of an event using two events-start and finish of that event. 
The occurrence of synchronized communication may involve the passing of a 
message which effectively assigns the value of the message to the variable. For 
simplicity, such communication can be represented by the channel name within the 
model. Hoare [3] commented on the equivalence of process naming in input/output 
pairs and the alternative using channel names, which Misra and Chandy [8] adopted. 
For example, the communicating processes P and Q could contain the commands 
Q?channe1(uariable) and P!channel(due) respectively, or the commands than - 
nel?vuriuble and chunnel!vulrce. 
Nondeterminism of alternation and of repetition is nicely expressed in the process 
model as the nondeterministic choice from a set of alternative traces. Similarly 
parallelism is represented by nondeterministic hoice from a set of traces containing 
possible interleavings of events. Exception and interruption also are represented 
by alternative traces. However, the model does not address the requirement given 
in Section 2 that preemption must occur at the earliest possible moment. 
For example, consider ((Pexcept Q)/RIlS). Suppose the environment of P 
e_rceptQ, RIIS, is such that R is ready to communicate with P and similarly S 
with Q. If in addition, P is ready to communicate with R and Q with S, then it is 
essential that communication between Q and S has priority; that is, preemption 
occurs. 
This inadequacy can only be overcome by konsidering the environment of the 
processes. The willingness of parallel processes to communicate may influence the 
occurrence of preemption. Similarly the termination of repetition relies on the 
values of local variables. The process model does not capture such properties. An 
operational model is given in the next section which does capture these properties. 
4. Process execution 
The process model given in the previous section provides information about the 
possible execution of a process. However, the actual execution is influenced by the 
environment and by nondeterminism. For example, the terminatio; of repetition 
requires all guards to be false. Process preemption is required as soon as an exception 
or interrupt condition occurs. The ability of a process to proceed may be governed 
by the willingness of another process to communicate (the global nondeterminism 
of Francez et al. [2]), or by the values of local variables which may have resulted 
from communication (local nondeterminism). An operational model of execution 
is given in this section which addresses these notions. 
The model of execution introduces the required priority of preemptive events. 
Termination of repetition is made explicit. Also the possibility of waiting for channel 
events is represented. It will be noticed that the model dictates that an implementa- 
tion must not wait for an input/output event when another guard is ready to execute. 
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4.1. Events, histories and progress 
Only symbols representing the following events are permitted within the model: 
(a) Local: unconditional action. For example, assignment. 
(b) Boolean : evaluation of a boolean expression as true. 
(c) Channel: input or output of a set of values. 
(d) Mixed Boolean/Channel: evaluation of a boolean expression as true and 
input or output of a set of values. 
In addition the symbol \/ has been introduced and may be considered as a local 
event. 
The history of a process at any given time is given by the trace of symbols 
representing those events which have been executed by that process up to that 
time, Progress is the transition from history t to history t(e) by the execution of 
the event represented by the symbol e. In general, the environment of a process 
determines whether such progress is possible. The infernal enuironmenr of a process 
is defined by the values of variables resulting from the history t of the process. The 
external environment depends on communication with parallel processes and will 
be addressed in the next section. 
4.2. Channels and the ready and possible functions 
Hoare [5] introduces channel communication as follows. A process communicates 
by sending and receiving messages on named channels. A message output by one 
process along a channel is received instantaneously by all other processes connected 
by that channel, provided that all these processes are simultaneously prepared to 
input that message. 
Associated with each process P is a channel variable c.readyp which, at a given 
time, denotes the set of messages which P is prepared to communicate on channel 
c. So if c.ready, # { } then P wishes to communicate on channel c. 
Using the above ready sets, for processes PJ- . . lip,, which are connected to 
channel c, the set of messages that may be communicated on that channel at a 
given time, the channel ready set, is defined as 
c.READY n {x Ix E fi c.readyp, and only one Pi is prepared to output x}. 
i=l 
Notice that, provided one of the parallel processes is making progress, the value 
of c.READY may change. At any given time, as given by the history of the parallel 
composed processes, c.READ Y captures the capability of communication to occur 
on channel c. 
For any one of the parallel processes P, above, c.READY defines the external 
environment with respect to channel c. Relative to time as viewed from Pi the 
external environment may change. 
Associated with each process P, are two sets of boolean valued functions r,(e) 
and p,(e), where t(e) E P: 
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For local, boolean, channel and mixed boolean/channel events represented by 
the symbols 1, 6, c and (6, c) respectively, the ready function, r, is defined: 
(4 r,(l) Ll true, 
(b) r,(b) 4 b (that is, evaluation of b), 
(cl r,(c) n 
( 
true if c.READY Z { }, 
false otherwise, 
(d) r,((b, cl) LA r,(b) A r,(c). 
That is, the ready function represents the ability to execute the guard successfully 
now having already progressed to history t. A local event is always ready to execute. 
Execution of a boolean event is dependent on that boolean being true. A channel 
event is dependent on the channel. 
The ready function captures the environment of a process at the time of evalu- 
ation. The evaluation of boolean expressions uses the internal environment whereas 
the readiness of communication relies on the external environment. 
The possible function, p, is defined: 
(4 p,(l) 4 true, 
(b) p,(b) A b (that is, evaluation of b), 
(4 h(c) 4 true, 
(d) p,((b, ~1) A p,(b). 
That is, the possible function represents the ability to execute a guard successfully 
now or in the future. Since there is no distributed termination of input/output 
guards, it is assumed that a channel will always be able to communicate sometime 
in the future. 
The definitions of r and p are extended to processes as follows: 
r(P) n 
true if 3e Ef~(P).r~,(e) = true, 
false otherwise, 
p(P) n true if 3e Efi(P).po(e) = true, 
false otherwise. 
Notice that r(ABORT) =p(ABORT) = false and r(SKIP) =p(SKIP) = true. 
The environment of each sub-process within a composition, depends on the state 
of its own channels and the values of its variables resulting from its history. There 
is no need for a sub-process to know the global history of the composition nor the 
global environment. 
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4.3. Execution function 
The execution function, E(P), returns a set of terminating traces of process P 
executing in a particular environment. E is defined recursively so that each call 
describes the next steps of P, possibly after a wait. Local and global nondeterminism 
are resolved by the possible and ready functions. 
The following construct will be used to represent a wait for a channel event to 
occur if no other events are ready: 
when boolean do S A if boolean then S 
else when boolean do S. 
Each application of the execution function results in one of the following three 
outcomes: 
(i) Termination occurs, with success or failure. 
(ii) Nonterminating deadlock occurs, because the boolean in “when boofean do 
S” never becomes true. 
(iii) Progress occurs, a set of next events and consequent application of the 
execution function. 
The set of ready first steps of P, rfs(P)n{e /(e)~ P, r(e) = true}. That is, those 
events which can occur now. 
For a symbol e and a set of traces A, (e)An{(e)t 1 t E A}. 
The execution function is defined as in the following five cases: 
(a) ABORT and SKIP: 
E(ABORT)n{( >} and E(SKIP)A{(J)}. 
Termination, with failure for ABORT and success for SKIP, occurs in this case. 
(b) Alternative, sequential and parallel composition: For P equal to (e --, Q), 
(QOR), (Q;R)or(QIIR), 
E(P) a ifp(P) then 
when r(P) do IJ (e)E(P after (e)) 
CG?fSlP) 
else I( >I 
Three situations are possible (as in cases (d) and (e) below). 
(i) p(P) is false, resulting in termination with failure. 
(ii) p(P) is true but r(P) never becomes true, resulting in nonterminating dead- 
lock. This can occur if the required channel event never occurs. 
(iii) r(P) is or becomes true, resulting in progress of P. 
Simplification of compositions with ABORT and SKIP are as follows: 
E(ABORT;P) =E(ABORT) and E(SKIP;P) = E(P) by definition of ‘;’ 
E(ABORT(ISKIP) =E(ABORTIIABORT) = E(ABORT) and 
E(SKIPjISKIP) = E(SKIP) by definition of *II’. 
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(c) Repetitive composition : Termination of repetition is succinctly expressed by 
E(*P) n if p(P) then E(P; *P) 
else E(SKIP) 
So this case reduces to cases (a) and (b). 
(d) Except composition : For P # SKIP, 
E(Pexcept 0) n if (p(P) orp(Q)) then 
when (r(P) or r(Q)) do 
if r(Q) then E(Q) 
and 
else LJ (e)E((P after (e)) except 0) 
CSTfS(Pl 
else 0 )I 
E(SKIP except Q) L if r(Q) then E(Q) 
else E(SKIP) 
The effect of an exception causing the preemption of P by Q is now obvious. If a 
guard of Q is ready to be executed then it does; otherwise a step is taken in P. 
For simplification of ABORT, 
E(ABORT excepf Q) = E(Q). 
(e) Interrupt composition : For P f SKIP, 
E(Pinrerrupr Q) 4 if (p(P) orp(Q)) then 
when (r(P) or r(Q)) do 
if r(Q) then E(Q;(Pinrerrupr Q)) 
and 
else U (e>E((Pafter (e)) interrupt 0) 
ecrfslP) 
else U >I 
E(SKIP interrupt Q) A if r(Q) then E(Q;(SKIP interrupt Q)) 
else E(SKIP) 
If interruption occurs then Q executes, and if Q terminates uccessfully, P inferrupf 
Q continues. 
For simplification of ABORT, 
E(ABORT interrupt Q) = E( * Q;ABORT). 
5. Discussion 
5.1. Priority 
Consider the set of exception handlers, El, Ez, . . . , E,, and the set of interrupt 
handlers, Ii, 12,. . . , In, and a process P. 
Pexcepr [EIU- . *Cl E,] and Pinkrrupt [IlO. . -Iill,] 
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define processes which execute P until preempted by any Ei (respectively Iii). The 
handlers all have the same priority. Only one handler may preempt P at any given 
moment of time. 
Pexcept El * . . except E, and Pinterrupt II * * * interrupt I,, 
introduces a priority ordering to the handlers increasing from 1 to n. At any instant, 
P or Ei (Ii) may be preempted by Ej (Ii) where 1 G i <j c n. Any parenthesized 
grouping of the above does not alter the priority ordering. 
It was stated in the introduction that the nondeterministic nature of guard 
evaluation prevents any assignment of a priority ordering to alternative communica- 
tion in CSP. Justification of that statement is now given. 
Consider firstly a solution for ordering boolean guard evaluation in, for example, 
an alternative command. The guards, booleani, are attempted in order 1 to n by 
iteration. Should attempt = n and done = false, then the process aborts. 
done := false; attempt := 0; 
* [Idone + 
[attempt <n + attempt := attempt + 11; 
* [attempt = 1 A boolean, + P, ; done := true 
cl 
U attempt = n A boolean, + P,, ; done := true 
1 1 
However, if an input/output command occurs in the set of guards, a similar solution 
does not satisfy the requirements, as is illustrated by 
done := false; attempt := 0; 
*[Idone-* 
[attempt <n + attempt := attempt + 11; 
[attempt = 1 ;?channel, + PI ; done := true 
cl 
0 attempt = n ;?channel,, + P,, ; done := true 
1 1 
Iterative selection reaches the first input guard, ?channell, and the operational 
semantics of CSP stipulate that a wait for communication must occur should the 
partner not be ready. Hence, no other alternatives are attempted. The author 
knows of no other method to solve the problem in CSP as defined in [3]. Attempts 
seem always to be foiled by the nondeterminism of guard evaluation. 
5.2. Restricted preemption 
The need for restricted preemptive commands again came from the desire to 
model an operating system which frequently disables processor interrupts while 
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modifying system tables. Although CSP does not permit shared variables, critical 
sections may be modelled using restricted preemption. 
The scope of restricted preemption is given by the bracketing symbols ‘[’ and ‘1’ 
and is defined by 
UP] except 0 A Pu Q, 
E(I[P] excepr 0) A if (p(P) orp(Q)) then 
when (r(P) or r(Q)) do 
if r(Q) then E(Q) 
else E(P) 
else {( >I 
and 
[PjinrerruptQ .A Pu(Q;P)u(Q;Q;P)u*--, 
E([P] interrupr Q) A if (p(P) orp(Q)) then 
when (r(P) or r(Q)) do 
if r(Q) then E(Q;([P] inferrupf 0)) 
else E(P) 
else H >I 
In both cases Q may only preempt the set of first events of P. In general, restricted 
preemption is used to reverse the priority of P and Q after P has commenced 
execution. 
The application of restricted preemption is well suited to modelling hardware 
when a process performs several sequential events, none of which can be interrupted. 
For software processes, the reversal of priority may for example be used to 
enable P to meet critical time constraints once it has started to execute. 
Critical sections may be modelled for sequential compositions containing restric- 
ted preempticn by defining 
(P;[Q];R) except S 4 (Pexcepr S) u (P;UQD except S) 
u (P;Q;(R except S)) 
and 
(P;[Ql];R) inrerruptS 4 (PinferrupfS);([Qj inrerruprS) 
;(R interrupt S) 
Another application is exemplified by the following nested restricted exception 
commands: 
If more than one guard is ready to execute then (gi + Pi) will proceed where i is 
the maximum subscript of those ready guards. Hence (gl + PI) becomes the default 
action. 
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6. Operating system example 
This example presents part of a model of an operating system that schedules the 
multiplexing of user processes. Process naming is used for channel communication 
to improve clarity and parts of the code are omitted. 
A number of virtual users execute in parallel with an operating system: 
[uirtual_user(i: l..m)::VIRTUAL_USER~]operatingsysrem]. 
The operating system consists of a hardware clock process, a supervisor process, 
a user process schedular and file system: 
operatingsystem = 
[clock ~~superuisor~~userprocessschedulerllfile~ysfem]. 
The clock process provides a timeout signal after a given interval. The supervisor 
provides the typical functions which a user process requires of an operating system, 
including access to the file system. 
The user process scheduler defines a user state table which is accessible to the 
scheduler: 
user-process-scheduler = [state-table :( 1 ..m )slot;scheduler]. 
The state table contains information in slot i for each virtual useri such as whether 
virtual useri is running a user process, and if so whether that process is waiting to 
be scheduled (that is, runnable) or is not runnable because a handler is performing 
input/output for it under the direction of the supervisor. 
A virtual user waits for notification of a user process to run, runs it under control 
of the scheduler and notifies the scheduler of user process termination. The 
scheduler also may kill the user process: 
VIRTUAL-USER = 
[user-process : process; 
* [scheduler?run (user-process ) + 
[ user-process interrupt [scheduler?pause --, scheduler?continue]; 
scheduler ! terminate 
] except [scheduler?die + skip] 
1 1 
The notation employed to execute the user process is not strictly permitted in CSP, 
but has an obvious interpretation. 
The scheduler reschedules the currently running user process when 
(i) the current (running) user process terminates, 
(ii) the supervisor indicates that the current user process has input/output 
pending, 
(iii) the supervisor indicates that the current user process is in error and must 
be killed, 
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(iv) a clock timeout occurs. 
scheduler = 
[set all state table slots free; 
* [ virtual_user(current )?terminate 
+ set current slot to free; schedule 
Cl supercisor?kili --* set current slot to free; 
cirtual_user(current)!die ; schedule 
Cl supervisor?pending + set current slot to pending; 
supervisor!sfot(current); virtuaI_user(current)!pause ; schedule 
0 supercisor?ready(i) + set slot i to ready: 
0 supervisor?create( user_ process) *find free slot i and set to runnable; 
virtual_user(i)!run( user_process);virtual_user(i)!pause 
1 interrupt [clock?timeout + virtual_user(current )!pause ; schedule] 
1 
where 
schedule = 
[current := state stable slot of deserving runnable user process; 
virtual_user(current)!continue 
Notice that the clock interrupt is temporarily inhibited if any of the other scheduler 
actions are in progress when the hardware signal occurs. However the clock interrupt 
has priority over those sections. 
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